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You know who you are.
You young ladies who had one
shot too many and consider
yourselves cuddly drunks. You
young men who just can’t wait
for the Moonlight Express to
whisk the two of you home to
privacy. You are the violators
of the unspoken rules of PDA,
public displays of affection.
Find out where you and your
significant other are on this scale
– then take it down a notch or
pump up the heat!
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KEY
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HOW MANY DRINKS
DOES IT TAKE BEFORE
YOU ARE ALL OVER
EACH OTHER?
a. Five
b. Two
c. None
HOW FAR WOULD YOU GO
WALKING DOWN WELCH?
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a. First Base
b. Second Base
c. Third Base
HOW LONG HAVE YOU
KNOWN EACH OTHER?
a. Five Weeks
b. Five Years
c. Five Minutes
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EXHIBITIONISTS

WHAT IS YOUR
GO-TO KISS?

We’ve all had our good and bad nights, but honey, you two were
on that pole together, popping, locking and dropping together
until you escaped the careful watch of your friends and slipped
off into the night. Next time, consider those with sensitive gag
reflexes before you take those Jaeger bombs.

a. Peck
b. Eskimo
c. French
WHERE DO YOU KEEP
YOUR HANDS?
a. To yourselves
b. In eachothers'
c. All over
WHERE DO YOU PDA?
a. Bars
b. Library
c. CyRide
WHEN DO YOU PDA?
a. After midnight
b. After a nice dinner
c. Whenever

SMITTEN KITTENS
You two are the innocent ones. You’re shy to be
seen looking too deep into each other’s eyes and
definitely avoid public physical contact. It might be
the beginning of your relationship, but the sexual
tension is growing. Holding hands is no problem
here and perhaps a shy peck behind a tree when
no one is around. You keep it discreet and classy,
even in the bars where you are more social
drinkers than party rockers.

OLD MARRIED COUPLE
SYNDROME (OMCS)
Known as the committed couple, you’ve been together since high school and are still going
strong, even finishing each other’s sentences. You’re confident enough in your relationship to leave the affections at home and your
single friends appreciate that you don’t rub it in their faces. The hands have moved from holding each other, to a wrap around the
waist. Perhaps he cannot stand to have you away from him or she just loves feeling the rippling muscles under your shirt. Be careful
you two don’t look attached at the hip – a little independence never hurt anyone.
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